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Adresse Treibacher Industrie AG 
Auer Von Welsbach Straße 1 
9330 Althofen

Pays Autriche

Téléphone 0043 4262 5050

Télécopie 0043 4262 5052005

Internet www.treibacher.com

 

Employées 906

Chiffre d´affaires 400 ml Eur

Certificats 9001, 14001

Année de fondation 1898

Exports en % 86

CORRESPONDANTS
Contact 1. M. Anton Auer 

Managing Direkcor BU Seltene Erden und Chemikalien 
Phone: 0043 4262 505 222 

Contact 2. Mme. Nicole Poglitsch 
Product Manager Glas und Pigmente 
Phone: 0043 4262 505 250 

Contact 3. M. David Schawarz 
Phone: 0043 4262 505 408 

PRODUITS OU MACHINES
RARE EARTHS:

 Glass Polishing Powders based on Cerium Oxide. Trade mark of this wide range of products is "Auerpol".

GLASS FUSION MATERIALS:

Products and intermediates (examples):
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Cerium oxide
Neodymium oxide
Praseodymium oxide
Erbium oxide
Lanthanum fluoride
Lanthanum oxide
Yttrium fluoride
Niobium oxide
Tantalum oxide
Vanadium pentoxide

 

AUERPOL® polishing agents

Cerium oxide based polishing agents:

Flat and crystal glass polishing (mirror production and beveling)
AUERPOL® FG 35, FG 40, FG 50, FG 50 fine grade

Ophthalmic lenses, LCD and industrial optical components
AUERPOL® W 80, W 100, W 120, W-FO, W-HR

Fine polishing of optical and precision optical components
AUERPOL® PZ 110, PZ 250, PZ 500
AUERPOL® PSC 1000 – ready to use slurry

Alumina based polishing agents:

Plastic ophthalmic lenses (CR-39, PC)
AUERPOL® PSC 5000 – ready to use slurry

Optical and precision optical components (metals, plastics and crystal materials)
AUERPOL® NK

 

 

 

 

HISTOIRE DE L´ENTREPRISE
Innovation is our tradition – for more than 100 years

Treibacher Industrie AG is a globally successful producer of preliminary products for a great many of industrial applications. With its headquarter in
Althofen (AT) and subsidiaries in Toronto (CAN), Shanghai (CN), Tokyo (JP) and Breitungen (GER) as well as a worldwide sales network, Treibacher
meets global market requirements in the fields of high performance ceramics, hard metals and energy storage, rare earths and chemicals,
environmental catalysts and pharmaceutical chemicals as well as steel and foundry products.

The company, formerly known as Treibacher Chemische Werke, was founded in 1898 by the Austrian inventor, scientist and discoverer Dr. Carl Auer
von Welsbach in Althofen/Carinthia. At that time, Auer von Welsbach invented – amongst other things – the flint, which became the very first product of
Treibacher, which is still produced nowadays. 
As a result of Auer von Welsbach´s spirit of research in the field of rare earths, those elements were henceforward used as raw materials for numerous
products. As a pioneer, Treibacher was able to maintain its role as a global player and market leader in many of those fields.

But also, due to continuous innovation, the company was able to similarly succeed in the field of metallurgy. So, today, Treibacher manufactures high
quality products like ferrovanadium and ferromolybdenum for the steel and foundry industry; powders for the hard metal industry; high performance
materials for ceramic applications as well as fine chemicals for different markets, e.g. pharmaceutical and catalyst industry.

The focus is not only directed to the development of new products – as the slogan „innovation is our tradition“ suggests – but also to the maximum
utilization of raw materials, especially of secondary raw materials (residues) and to the consequent optimization of processing costs as well as to the
conservation of the environment. Thus, the recycling devision of Treibacher Industrie AG processes depleted metalliferous catalysts from the oil
industry and uses the extracted remnants to produce high quality alloys and additives for the steel industry.

In the year 2013, Treibacher Industrie AG expanded its portfolio by the segment of luminescent substances, e.g. for LEDs, diagnostic radiology etc.
through the acquisition of the German Leuchtstoffwerke Breitungen.
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Company Profile of Treibacher Industrie AG

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.

Les informations publiées sur ce document sont soumises au droit d´auteur et appartiennent à la société en question resp. à la source des
addresses. Tous les droits sont réservés expressément. N´importe quel utilisateur qui accède à un tel matériel peut faire ainsi seulement
pour sa propre utilisation personnelle, et l´usage d´un tel matériel est au risque unique de l´utilisateur. La redistribution ou toute autre
exploitation commerciale des addresses est expressément interdite. Là où une addresse est fournie par un tiers, chaque utilisateur
accepte d´observer et être lié par les limites spécifiques de l´utilisation. Glass Global ne représente ou n´approuve pas l´exactitude ou la
fiabilité d´aucune des informations citées dans les adresses ou pages externes auxquelles l´on se réfère ici.www.glassglobal.com - The
International Portal to the Glass Industry - OGIS GmbH
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